
Section 4             {change|ability}: Copernican turn insight_s

SATELLITIC ERA came on the world  1   in 1957 on that crypto/ 

hidden/secret  day2 Sputnik  -I   caused the 1st corona  crisis. 

Linking the Greek word ‘crisis’ with Latin ‘hypocrisis’, this 

crisis appeared as a satellite disease/theater/turning point. 

Although it started off as a traditional POLIS● policy conflict 

(intelligence gathering) by 2022AD/CE outer world satellite 

turns to ‘emanating’ ‘abnormal’● non-fenced OIKOS● aims.

COLD FRAME coins SATELLITIC ERA as inclusive collectivum 

that, 3 generations later (after the 2nd corona crisis) turns: 

_literacy (that installed fka humanism) to illegible numbers; 

_earthbound POLIS methods to an ‘otherworldly’ ubiquity; 

_timeless POLIS strategics to dichotomous OIKOS oligarchy; 

_face-to-face connectivity to reduce to multiple inter_face; 

_the disruption by rational mind_body division into sight; 

_labor x labor survival/aim into comfort means/addiction; 

_genius locus/sovereignty to be subsumed by outer world; 

_humanism, helped by a Big Five into transhumanism; etc.

At least local/(post)modern/western POLIS● paradigms will 

eclipse under SATELLITIC ERA reigned by OIKOS● events. 

Paradigms like heliocentrism●, printing press literacy—thus 

humanism●, democracy, individuality, labor, mind & body 

are subsumed by an outer world present as an all-seeing 

eye● of a mechanical otherworldly. Governance (American 

exceptionalism, Eurocentrism) unable to control algorithms 

& numerics, as all worlds on our globe—whose universals 

don’t equal globally, count on a next generation to come. 

1 2021, www.vficinothinxs.com/coronacrises 

2 https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sputnik/nation.html  :
“It  is  not  widely  known  even  now  that  one  of  the  reasons  President 

Dwight  D.  Eisenhower  and  those  around  him did  not  react  with 
alarm over Sputnik going into space ahead of an American satellite 
was  that  Eisenhower  welcomed  the  launch  to  help  establish  the 
principle of "freedom of space" [the idea that outer space belonged 
to  everyone,  thereby  allowing  satellite  flights  over  foreign 
countries].  At  the  time  of  the  Sputnik  "crisis,"  the  White  House, 
Central Intelligence Agency, Air Force, and a few highly select and 
trustworthy defense contractors were creating a spy satellite that was 
so secret that only a few dozen people knew of it. Even its name, 
CORONA, was  deemed  secret  for  many  years.  Instead  of  being 
concerned  with  winning  the  first  round  of  the  space  race, 
Eisenhower  and  his  National  Security  Council  were  much  more 
interested  in  launching  surveillance  satellites  that  could  tell 
American  intelligence  where  every  Soviet  missile  was  located.” 
[bold GVH]

COLD  FRAME  coins  SATELLITIC  ERA—today’s  tool  x  rule 

generally called information age3, an ‘inclusive’ collectivum

containing numerous f/acts that preceded deep learning AI 

power etc.: Lovelace, Hidden Figures●, inventors as Leibniz 

Turing● Copernic  us  ● Maxwell●, IT blue light architecture● 

(www  internet  GPS  earthsky etc.),  space  architecture 

(Potočnik Tsiolkovsky Fedorov● Virilio●). Today SATELLITIC 

ERA is as open x anisotropic● as capricious/volatile OIKOS●

The dominance of and the profit for an era is—as always, 

to give mortals a horizon of immortality. For the moment 

it’s  the  deep learning power of  godlike manlike  Artificial 

Intelligence that—as one says, surpasses man’s biological 

mortality in 2050/when AI gains insight; or at least in one/1 

generation (coincidentally the same 1 that is not to inherit 

fka  cradle●/planet/Mother  Earth).  Once SATELLITIC  ERA 

survives its Epochalypse  ,   paradigms● do shift●4: the POLIS 

e.g. of (graying/western) man versus Mother then extincts. 
cc

‘Man’ is defined (originally by Aristotle● copied by  Kant●, 

Marx  ,   western world) as ‘an animal with specific qualities’. 

Expiring ‘man’ is taking out its mortal/animal component 

& calculating ‘specific qualities’ for its compeer/Eve’s alter 

ego/postcreation/Artificial Intelligence. Godlike manlike  AI 

insight/singularity finally will be totally out of man’s   control  

3 Castells (1996); Castells (2020)
4 Transhumanist  Declaration  2019  ;  Transhumanist  Declaration>  in 

1998; Bostrom, https://www.nickbostrom.com/posthuman.pdf 
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From unknowable AI-insight led future to an ¿unknowable? 

insight of a traditional (dead) ‘animal with specific qualities’ 

viz.  Mikolaj Kopernik (in Latin  Copernicus). His  singularity 

leads to question man’s {change|ability} to paradigm shift 

in particular as well  as in a universal sense. In particular: 

¿where/how/why etc.? did he gain his creative ‘inimitable’ 

scintilla,  synderesis,  insight,  intuition, epiphany,  insight, 

'known'  as  turning  the  center  of  the  universe  from  the 

earth to the sun [¿Where etc.? we recognize   AI  ’s insight/its 

questioning ‘why’●? Does AI know it? What   kind   of AI  ?]

In  a  universal  sense:  Copernicus’  singularity  caused  the 

‘abnormal’● and therefore paradigm shift  be_cause of his 

turning a ‘normal’ Aristotelian-Ptolemaic geocentric model 

into his concept_ion ‘heliocentrism’. In On the Revolutions 

[rotations]   of Heavenly Spheres   published after his death in 

1543 he elaborates the particular as a principle●: “Humans 

are not privileged observers,  it  is  therefore a reasonable 

supposition that, if the universe appears  isotropic● about 

our position, it would also appear isotropic—to observers 

in other galaxies”5. A daring spatial statement at the time6.
cc

In 1616—when every notion commenting on the rotation 

of the earth ended up on the  Index  ,   Galileo abandoned 

Copernicus’ principle.  On papal order he condemned the 

mobile order of the earth and the immobility of the sun. 

After the dissolution of the Index (1966) Pope John Paul     II   

—Copernicus’ compatriot, “regretted the treatment” of the 

Catholic Church mixing up● the realm of science with the 

realm of Revelation [1992> SATELLITE ERA existed 35 years] 

5 https://archive.org/details/cosmologicalphys0000peac/page/66/  
mode/2up 

6 C. speaks of observers in other galaxies while the Catholic Church in 
the West/Occident/Europe just learned about live on Terra Incognita  
—before 1492 a problematic hypothesis: XENOS 2.018, Sec.4; GVH

Man’s {change|ability}  is crucial● for the Christian morality 

to  reach  summum  bonum●:  Catholics do  so  under  the 

guidance of Apostle’s Successors; Protestants (1519) reject 

such intervention and turn ‘sola scriptura’ to autonomy●; 

Orthodox belief in Christ Ruler of All (Greek: Pantocrator) & 

gather under the Greek patriarch or Autocephalous (Sec.5).

In Gothic medieval West/Occident/Europe, Catholic Church 

lived in a geocentric model where  God was alpha & omega 

of the mortals7. [¿The way SATELLITIC ERA ubiquity goes?] 

Painters  re_presented  God’s  omnipresence● by  painting 

God’s  widget—God’s  all-seeing divine eye, on the canvas, 

or, propagated God’s omniscience   by   adding an all-knowing 

spirit—disguised  as    a  pigeon  ,  to  their  works.  Others 

addressed God’s property  omnibenevolence when writing 

text in the direction readable for the otherworldly,  while 

masons  sculptured  mortal’s  narrative  to  illiterates8. 

Quantities of them trusted in God’s  omnipotence and for 

ages built what worships Christian content●: community●. 

In mimesis of  God who needs no plan, the masons built 

experimentally. Given God the Architect● sees everything, 

they worked as accurate on the readability of  Poor Man’s 

Bible as beyond public eye.  Crusades against the  Muslim 

conquest of Jerusalem brought a Hebrew concept-ion: the 

Holy City as ‘navel of the earth’. Depicted as rose window it 

underlined than days  tele-vision/paradigm●. The Gothic● 

building concept is  embedded in the secret/crypto papal 

mixture● of  Solomon’s Temple and  Timaeos’● forms●. In 

the old West philosophy was a handmaiden of theology—

and partly  stayed  that  way  if  not  for  Copernicus,  Kant’s 

‘Copernican turn’●, Protestantism and/or a printing press 

and paradigm shifts. In the East of the West● the orthodox 

icon  s   had golden backgrounds around biblical narratives to 

present God’s non-confined infinity● and communicating● 

spirituality● both ways●. When God was as ‘normal’● as a 

GSM, Copernicus disrupted● a concept-ion of a universal.

7 ¿As  truly  as  we  under  SATELLITIC  ERA  belief  in  capricious/volatile 
OIKOS oligarchy where/when money takes a tour around us?  (Sec.7.)

8 In Greek gráfein meant drawing & writing which influenced ‘mortgage 
free  everlasting  architecture’  destroyed  by  printing  press  as  Victor 
Hugo notes and Heidegger calls ‘technè’—innate possessiveness. 
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If  modern  interpretation9 of  (French  )   Gothic  paradigm is 

reliable then ‘Copernican turn’ of Renaissance10 architects/ 

artists from what God sees to what man sees is an oblivion 

of paradigm shift creation. The principle of Copernicus who 

studied in Bologna/taught in Rome was ‘visible’; math to 

construct perspective or divine proportion in development.

[Clearly {change|ability} to insight is an opaque domain, AI]

1567, critic on the Copernican turn11: Digges globe of mortality/empireum 

of death expresses what literally comes to live in Fedorov’s task (Sec.5)

9  Lewis (1995)
10 Ad Section 5: in ‘The Russian Idea’ Berdyaev emphasizes the lack  for  

Russian  society  not  to  have  had  such  Italian  Renaissance  for 
Orthodox  Church  translated  all  text  in  Slavish  from on  998,  and, 
grown Slavophilism.

11 http://faculty.humanities.uci.edu/bjbecker/revoltingideas/  
lecture7.html 

Latin texts were kept and red in monasteries/stabilitas loci; 

Greek texts came public12 inter-esse/intelligible tourism●. 

Brought in by PODDED  Greek empire clergy who fled the 

Muslim war that threatened Constantinople, finding refuge 

in Florence. Humanism13/  (originally) reading the Ancients  / 

intellectual  {change|ability}  boomed  among  the  literate 

and equally  enriched  POLIS  &  citizens  on various  strata. 

Renaissance architects researching Vitruvian architecture● 

turned a ‘normal’● Eye of Providence over to ‘abnormal’● 

mortal-perspective. ‘Abnormal’● geometry putted in force 

a horizon [satellite’s opposite] in geocentric model (Sec.2).
ccIi

Copernicus found no pleasure for  the mind in ‘normal’● 

Ptolemy’s  math  ematics  .  Its  need  for  artificial  equants to 

maintain a constant circular motion   of the heavenly bodies  

—like  Aristotle     prescribed  ●,  didn’t  please  his  aesthetics: 

too artificial; not harmonious. Polish  Renaissance Catholic 

polyglot Neoplatonic Copernicus14 rearranged the orbit of 

planets and  exchanged the place of the sun and earth—

which at the time some Muslim astronomers deemed as a 

mathematically plausible possibility15.
c

However,  to  propose  that  the  Sun  stands  still  expresses 

blasphemy  —for the Script said contrary (  Joz10:12-13  ).   Like 

to deny sub-lunar immobility (Ps75:4,  93:1,  104:5)16. Both 

acts also show hubris towards  Auctoritas Aristotle (Sec.2). 

However, what  Copernicus didn’t change is the isotropy● 

that—if I myself interconnect correctly, is a Greek essence: 

to  avoid  emptiness/nothingness/void●17 in  the  celestial 

spheres. There, where● SATELLITIC ERA is enabled (Sec.6).

12 The patriarch of the Orthodox Church• – for ages a split  off from 
Roman  Catholicism,  turned  to  Italian  POLEIS  for  help  against  the 
Ottoman force. Refuge rejected he and his finally found hospitality in 
Florence. Its hospitality brought wealth to the hostipets—and banker 
Di Medici.  Other than in Catholic society, in the Orthodox domain 
ancient knowledge remained public. 

13 Marsilio  Ficino,  the  translator  of  many  of  Plato’s  works  and  the 
Corpus Hermeticum also rebuilt Plato’s Academia in Florence.

14 https://ru.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%9A%D0%BE%D0%BF  
%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BA,_%D0%9D
%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B9 

15 2008Obs...128..231G (harvard.edu)   
16 http://www.deatheist.nl/downloads/WetenschapvsReligie.pdf   
17 Al-Biruni (973-1050 AD)   rejected Aristotle in favor of a vacuum. 
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Before the creative power of esoteric Renaissance reached 

the north of the West, Protestantism did (*1519). Its focus 

on sola scriptura  —as if● a POD●, hardened off an exoteric/ 

non-inclusive  novelty: ‘science’. Its ‘abnormal’ progression 

did 18th century Kant criticize philosophy for staying behind
cc

Kant was infected by Copernicus  ,   says a myth18 within the 

bubble/tradition of western philosophy. It so happens that 

Kant's  {change|ability}  led  to  several  insights  that  equal 

Copernicus' epithet: world changing be_cause of an insight 

expressed by resp. in his Critic of Pure Reason (1781/1787). 

In Toward Perpetual Peace (1795) Kant gives rebirth to an 

isotropic ‘switch’ as he exchanges warfare for trade where 

he rationalizes ‘peace’. Kant computes man’s  heteronomy 

in relation to ‘eternal peace’. His practical reason de-signs 

costly warfare into profitable trade. Visionary ‘abnormal’●, 

its POLIS simulacrum grew ‘normal’● in Europe after WWII, 

194519. Man is ‘crooked wood  ’  —anisotropic●,  Kant holds. 

One of its qualities is greed—man’s principle beyond trade.

Under SATELLITIC ERA a simulacrum/’as if peace’ changed 

into ‘as if immortality’; serving ’eternal’ comfort profit20 the 

oligarch outer world OIKOS has surpassed fka POLIS trade.
  

Kant longs for pure/isotropic●/‘straight timber’ man, in line 

with western ethics a sublimate  d/ideal   ‘one quality animal’. 

Modifying man to modern/enlightened  ,   Kant’s entity is an 

autonomy that thinks & acts rational, sets laws for himself21 

—self-legislative independent of inner & external forces. 

18 Kant experts differ whether Kant {did|did not} mention ‘Copernican 
Revolution’ in the 2nd ed. (1787) of his Critique of Pure Reason    vs 
file:///C:/Users/Gebruiker/Downloads/ImmanuelKantsreferencetoth
eCopernicanRevolution.pdf Some hold  that  Kant  is  willingly  vague 
about  the  issue.  At  least  Kant  is  as  under  cooled  about  it  as 
Copernicus. Fedorov (Sec.5) contrasts. 

19 Marshall  Plan  condition  for  Europe’s  reconstruction  was  the  EU: 
*1992,  Treaty  of  Maastricht,  free  passage  of  goods  and services; 
*1985, Schengen Deal; *2001,  €). The ‘as if’ peace worked for 77 
years. Since start Ukraine war, that unique EU comfort is in shock.

20 On the surface Ukraine War is a costly economic battle: worldwide.
21 Olympe de Gouge     (1  791) demonstrated in vain, that the Déclaration 

des droits de l'homme et du citoyen takes the notion ‘man’ literately, 
viz. excluding women. Abilitioniste, feministe, virago De Gouge was 
decapitated for her acts. RHIZOME: the lingua franca of SATELLITIC 
ERA, English, won’t. Nonetheless the global tool Google translate is 
disrupting other languages of their nature binary by de-gendering all 
and everything to his/he/him forms; meanwhile numeric algorithms 
copy man’s history—which excluded women and the feminine (e.g. 
Mother Earth) . SATELLITIC ERA de-genders/de-naturalizes all along. 

Zum ewigen Frieden turns in irrational  philanthropy for 

state law. In non-industrialized/premodern habitus/1795 

and initiated by Ewige Friede (1686; Sec.5), Kant sketches 

a novelty: visiting law, a law that applies for, and, against 

foreigners to ensure trade, and, modern sovereignty. 

His  architecture●, a godlike philosophical sketch building 

peace/non-warfare, contains a parametric POLIS● novelty

—cosmopolitanism. As for {change|ability} to insight, the 

Kantian trade-law isotropy● is exceeded by the a-moral 

industrial capitalism that used labor● PODs● to blossom.

Philosophically, Kant's logic of redemption● is seeded in 

his synthetic a priori, arguing: given the earth is spherical 

[science] man ultimately cannot avoid each other [math]; 

[a priori peace] man must find a way to live together. His 

de-sign  underlines  that  [religion]  Mother  Earth/terra/ 

sub-lunar/globus terrestra/planet earth is owned by all. 

From philosophical perspective cosmopolitanism annexes 

natural law in favor of [then to be] modern/rational law.

From architectural point of view he outlines fenced/POLIS 

perspectives●. At the horizon of   man’s   eye  22● he builds to 

be republican sovereign states that live happily ever after. 
I

Kant’s cosmopolitanism—formalized in 20th century’s UN/ 

NATO/EU, locally did prosper peace & wealth after WWII. 

Nowadays it  too shames fka philanthropy when POLIS● 

states can buy themselves out: out of disrupting PODDED 

comfort when fka ex-colonies, vice versa, come to occupy.

2015           GVH; cartoon cosmopolitanism Valletta summit on Migration 

22 XENOS 2.018 (Van Helden)  ; culture clash Ukraine 24-02-2022/xxxx
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Its  not  Kant’s sketch after  the  French  Revolution (1789) 

that is  referred to as  his  Copernican    Revolution/Turn   for 

metabletic-rhizomatic quest COLD FRAME gropes for man’s 

narrow and large paradigm shifts: they obviously take time.

2021      papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH 

2022      papilionem CLOUD CASTLE; works GVH 

2013               De_Sign papilionem BLUE LIGHT, works GVH; installation

1245/2015     l’Image du Monde, de Merz23/Kant (1795) vs 3D man today 

As for ‘Copernican T  urn’  /paradigm shift—crypto enshrined 

in the 1st Critique of Pure Reason (1781): Kant mentions it 

in his 2nd edition (1787), seemingly as a seed hardening up 

his {change|ability} blossoming as transcendental idealism.

i
CPR    BXVI-XVIII  (1787)  :  “Up  to  now  it  has  been  assumed  that  all  our 
cognition  must  conform  to  the  objects;  but  all  attempts  to  find  out 
something about them a priori through concepts that would extend our 
cognition have,  on  this  presupposition,  come to nothing.  Hence  let us  
once try whether we do not get farther with the problems of metaphysics  
by assuming that the objects must conform to our cognition, which would  
agree  better  with  the  requested  possibility  of  an  a  priori  cognition  of  
them, which is to establish something about objects before they are given  

to us. This would be just like the first thoughts of Copernicus, who, when 
he did not make good progress in the explanation of the celestial motions 
if he assumed that the entire celestial host revolves around the observer, 
tried to see if he might not have greater success if he made the observer  
revolve and left the stars at rest.  Now in metaphysics we can try  in  a  
similar way regarding the intuition of objects.  If intuition has to conform 
to the constitution of the objects, then I do not see how we can know 
anything of them a priori; but if the object (as an object of the senses) 
conforms to the constitution of our faculty of intuition, then I can very 
well represent this possibility to myself.” [Italic GVH]

23 “Two medieval men walking around the spherical earth, one going 
to the East and the other to the West, and meeting on the opposite 
side.  De  Merz on  than  days  impossibility  of  spherical  earth”  for 
(dixit De Merz by than days risky/world turning note) “A man can 
walk the earth as a fly goes round an apple.”

Western philosophy is a dichotomous ancestral tradition 

based on—masculine24, metaphysics and POLIS exclusion. 

Traditionally it rejected the non-pure/uncertain/rhizome/ 

deficient/irrational/feminine/chthonic to unveil the ‘pure’.

Kant concealed the latter in his Critiques. Via his quest on 

‘what can I know’ he coined man’s necessary surplus: the 

synthetic a priori empirical, a pure/virginal/logic concept- 

ion of a posteriori judgment * rational a priori judgment. 

¿Can  AI●  have  such  insight?  Numeric  AI● primary  is 

depending on data● PODs● (Sec.6). If computed Kantian 

way our AI insight will be or sense, or, logic (Se.5). For on 

Kant’s strict order25: both are not exchangeable—despite 

necessary vice versa interdependence. Godlike manlike AI 

transcends ‘normal’ logic; and mortal’s● im/mortality.

“Pure practical reason26 postulates the immortality of the 

soul, for reason in the pure and practical sense aims at 

the  perfect  good  (summum  bonum),  and  this  perfect 

good  is  only  possible  on  the  supposition  of  the  soul's 

immortality. It is the moral law which determines the will 

(…)  The  pure  practical  reason  must  also  postulate  the 

existence  of  God  as  the  necessary  condition  of  the 

attainment of the summum bonum.” The postulation is 

“only possible by Christianity”—not old Greek [new ¿POD 

PEOPLE?●] focusing on happiness, for “Christianity alone 

affords an idea of  the summum bonum which answers 

fully  to  the  requirement  of  practical  reason”—circular 

reasoning. Up to circularity of im/mortality in Russia, now. 

24 XENOS 2.018  , Quest to the receptivity of western doing & thinking

25   Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A52/B76

26 Kant, Critique of Practical Reason; https://youtu.be/6Pbv5aL7Uek 
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